Be the last player to successfully pull a timber piece from the
tower and place it on top without toppling the tower and you win!

1. Mark your timber pieces with numbers (1-8) and make
up rules for each number pulled. Such as: Take another
timber piece, Reverse direction, or Skip the next player.
2. For a wedding: set up a YardGames.com Giant
Tumbling Timbers set at your reception and have guests
pull out timber pieces and write down a note, advice, or a
memory and have them stack them back on top without
toppling the tower.

:
YardGames.com Tumbling Timbers sets are made with quality
kiln-dried wood and are not water proof. To prevent damage
and wear, store the game indoors in a dry area.
Adult supervision is required for children playing this game.
For more information or to order replacement parts, visit
www.yardgames.com.

Instructions

:

56 X Timber Pieces
Note: Timber Pieces measure 1.5” x 2.5” x 7.5” and final tower
is 19 levels high with two extra blocks used at the bottom.

Once the tower is built, each player takes their turn to remove
one timber piece using only one hand and places it back on top
of the tower perpendicular to the top level. The player must pull
the timber piece out of the body of the tower and replace them
at the top without the tower toppling. The player can pick any of
the three spots on the highest level to place their selected
timber piece.

Find a flat, firm area or table top on which to stack the pieces.
Take caution when selecting playing surface that harder
surfaces can be damaged and damage the timber pieces when
the timbers fall.
Stack the timber pieces three across as shown in the below
diagram using the two extra blocks at the bottom for added
height.

Players go in order taking turns pulling out timber pieces one by
one and stacking them on the top level. The top level must be
completed with three timber pieces before placing subsequent
pieces on top. Timber pieces may be taken from any level
underneath the top-most complete level.

